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Continued on page 3

Kids Only Sale
By Bette 

Sindzinski 
and Dinah 

Katague

A new addition this year to our 
WONDERLAND OF POTTERY 
sale is the KIDS ONLY SALE.

Last year for the Winter CAE 
Sale at Shadelands Civic Arts, 
there was a room set aside for 
children to shop for their fami-
lies for Christmas. In the room, 
all items were priced at $10 and 
below. Children entered the room 
without their parents and shopped 
for items for moms, dads, grand-
parents, brothers and sisters.  The 
parents gave the children a budget, 
and the kids picked items to stay 
within that budget.  

After receiving feedback from our 
artists about the Kids Only Sale 
last year, we made improvements 
and moved the sale to our studio.  
The damp and dry rooms will be 
used for a full service, shop and 
wrap for kids only.

All potters, whether in the sale or 
not, are asked to DONATE items 
to The KIDS ONLY SALE.  This 
is a fundraiser for the studio and 
all items for this part of the sale 

A Wonderland 
of Pottery

Co-Chairs Dinah Katague & 
Bette Sindzinski

CLAY ARTS GUILD HOLIDAY SALE
Friday, November 30, 5-9 p.m.

Saturday, December 1, 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday, December 2, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Greetings Fellow Artists! It is that time of year again. The winter Artists 
Market sale, which is affectionately being called our Wonderland of Pottery 
is now being planned. This is your chance to make a difference and help 
CAG and our new Kids Only Sale. As always we are calling upon all of 
our talented ceramic artists to make this sale the best one ever! Start going 
through your collection of clay treasures and sign up to participate!

As many of you know, the CAG sales, winter and spring, are the two big 
fundraisers that help us keep our studio running, so it is important that 
everyone participate. The basic premise of these sales is as follows: 
 1) You must be a CAG member to sell in the sale. 
 2) When you sign up to be a participating artist, you must decide how 
many pieces you wish to sell, and that determines how many volunteer shifts 
you need to sign up for (1-15 pieces=1 shift, 16-30 pieces=2 shifts and 31 
and over pieces=3 shifts). 
 3) 25% of an artist’s individual sales goes back to the CAG treasury 
 4) Each artist is required to donate 3 pieces to the CAG warehouse of 
donation pieces where the money goes completely to CAG. This year we 
are asking that the 3 pieces be donated for the children’s sale.

Continued on page 3
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Mon....................4 - 7 pm
Tue .....................4 - 7 pm
Wed..................12 - 4 pm
Thur...........No Workshop
Fri....................12 - 7 pm
Sat ...................12 - 7 pm
Sun.....................1 - 7 pm

CAG OPEN STUDIO HOURS

MEMBERS 
of the BOARD Message from the Prez...

While running errands recently, I noticed all the holiday 
merchandise. Not only the Halloween décor but 
also Thanksgiving and even Christmas merchandise 
was displayed. Yes, the holidays are approaching 

quickly. Sandwiched between Halloween and Christmas and Hanukkah 
is the Thanksgiving holiday. With an article to write for CAG and my “To 
Do” list with me as I ran errands, I was thinking about what lies ahead: the 
planning, prep, purchasing and partying —lots of work for those moments 
of Halloween and Christmas fun. Hard to find time to give thanks!

The Clay Arts Guild has a lot of activity to plan for as well. We have the 
workshops and holiday sale ahead. There is business to manage and work to 
be done around the studio. As we push forward to get all of our pots made 
and make plans for our sale, we need to remember to give thanks as well. 
I am thankful for all those who went before us to make our studio what it 
is. I am thankful for the opportunities our studio provides and the years of 
leadership and vision that Pete, Kathy and the city have given. I’m thankful 
for all of the guild members who not only provide dues and fees for the guild, 
but who also give back to the guild by volunteering, donating and providing 
sales revenue in order for the guild to continue to be profitable.

As we look forward to the work ahead of us, we need to take some time to look 
back and give thanks. Take time to appreciate what the studio has meant to 
you and consider ways to volunteer and contribute to our continued success.
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KIDS ONLY, continued from front page 

must be donated.  We are asking 
potters to donate items that chil-
dren would buy for their families: 
cups, bowls, sculptures, vases, 
tiles, silly items, birdhouses, etc.  
All items will be priced by CAG 
for $10 and under. 

Some of our wonderful potters have 
already donated nice pieces to the 
KIDS ONLY SALE, knowing that 
all pieces will be sold for $10 and 
under.  They feel that the kids will 
love having wonderful items to 
choose from, even though these 
pieces would sell for much more 
in the actual sale. Since the parents 
will not see the KIDS ONLY SALE 
items, artists will not compete with 
these lower priced items in this 
sale.

THINGS NEEDED TO MAKE 
OUR KIDS ONLY SALE A 
SUCCESS:

1. Select some wonderful items 
that will appeal to children
2. Help find volunteers (maybe 
teens who need volunteer hours) 
to assist the children as they 
choose and wrap their items.
3. Contribute your ideas for 
this area by contacting Bette or 
Dinah. 
4. Sign up to help set up and 
work in the Kids Only area - this 
can be part of your required 
shifts assignment.

Looking forward to seeing all 
your donated work that will help 
CAG and possibly inspire future 
CAG members! 

WONDERLAND, continued from front page

This sale is different from previous sales, because NO CAG work will be for 
sale in the main studio for adults to purchase. Several members in the past, 
have thought that the CAG donated work, which is often priced lower, was 
in competition with their own pieces for sale.  SOOOO, we have decided to 
have a KIDS ONLY SALE, in the dry and damp rooms, for children to buy 
donated CAG items for their parents and families for Christmas.  Since we 
have the skating rink (which attracts children) right outside our door during 
the sale, we have a children’s population coming right to our door.  Through 
signs and flyers, we will hopefully attract lots of kids to come in and buy 
gifts for their families, all for under $10. 

Once you have signed up to participate and volunteer shifts, each artist must 
email an inventory sheet of the pieces that they are going to sell. Price tags 
with your three-letter code will be available for pickup in the studio well 
before the sale. The inventory format/sheet sample can be found on http://
www.clayartsguild.com/studio_sales/studio_sale_instructions.php. 
Please read the instructions on how to do the inventory sheets carefully. 
Incorrect inventory sheets will be returned to you for correction. Inventory 
sheets must be submitted to Ann Henderson at CAGinventories@gmail.
com as soon as possible and no later than November 26, 2012.

When signing up for volunteer jobs, if you need more information regarding 
what is required, please do not hesitate to ask. Any questions regarding the 
sale, please contact Dinah Katague (formerly King) at clayhands0508@
yahoo.com and/or Bette Sindzinski at bettesindzinski@hotmail.com. 

If you have any holiday decorations you wish to donate to help give our 
studio that wonderland effect, please drop them by the studio.  Thanks again 
for helping make this sale a success as well as keeping CAG and our studio 
a great place to play in the mud!
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He who works with his hands is a laborer
He who works with his hands and his mind is a craftsman
He who works with his hands and his mind and his heart is an artist.
    St. Francis of Assisi

Saturday to 
Remember:

November 11
Don’t forget the upcoming two-for-
one workshop with Linda Sikora 
and Matthew Metz. Usually when 
we have two artists presenting in a 
workshop, there is no down time. 
When one isn’t doing something 
interesting to watch or sharing 
vital information, the other one 
is. The CAG provides substantial 
support at these workshops for 
your benefit, allowing the generous 
discount you receive as members. 
The more members who take 
advantage of this offer, the stronger 
the possibility they will continue. 
We are privileged to be able to see 
renowned ceramic artists in action. 
You are bound to learn something 
anew watching these master artists 
in action.

Clay Arts Guild Exhibits
A special thank you to Emily Blanc, who spearheaded the current library 
window exhibit titled Bowled Over. She set up a phoning tree to contact as 
many members as she could reach, so everyone would be able to exhibit 
their bowls. One of the most difficult tasks in putting together an exhibit is 
getting artists to bring in pieces to show. You can certainly help by complying 
when there is a request for pieces.

A similar thank you goes to Mimi Wild, who was the spearhead for the in-
house exhibit, Metamorphosis, which demonstrates the evolution of pottery 
skill over the years. That handsome dude in the photo of the potter teaching 
children is none other than Pino Pagni from many years ago.

Do you recognize this guy?
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One of the benefits of a community studio environment 
is the interesting people you meet and friends that you 
make. Numo Jaeger (photos on next page) easily falls 
into both categories. On a Saturday afternoon following a 
Friday night class of making plates, our discussion turned 
to what should we make.  As we bantered back and forth, 
I had no idea what I would unleash when I jokingly said, 
“Let’s do girls gone vertical!” Numo Jaeger, always a 
good sport and eager to play along, enthusiastically 
grabbed a whole bag of clay and smacked it down on her 
wheel-head! She then proceeded to use her entire body 
to center and tame that 25 pounds of clay. She made it 
look effortless. Pulls required a ladder and stool to get 
above the mass. For everyone fortunate enough to be in 
the studio that afternoon, it was quite the spectacle. And, 
because it was not quite tall enough, she added another 
good 10 pounds of clay in two big coils. (See the whole 
process in photos on page 6)

Not to be outdone, Tom Winn (photo at right) made 
short work out of 20 pounds of clay…crafting the first 
of a series of yard adornments.  Starting with a garden 
hose concealer, he has since moved on to a series of 
large strawberry planters…he appears to be expanding 
into full-fledged urban farming.

The following week, it began again. Another full bag of 
clay went onto the wheel for Numo. This was to be the top 
half of the piece.  Help arrived as the top was flipped over 
and set on the original section.  The help was probably 
un-needed, but it made the rest of us feel more secure.

Those who were not there the first days of work found 
it almost too big to carry to the damp room. Inspired by 
Roger Yee’s multi-segment pots, Kurt Fehlberg, (photo 
at left) and others whose names I don’t have here, have 
begun tackling their own multi-segment vessels. And 
then there are the enormous balloons produced by Mi-
chael Berkeley that are so thin they threaten to float out 
of the studio were they not tethered by their bats.  

But beyond the entertainment value, why celebrate 
large pieces? There are so many delightful works in 
clay that are small or even tiny jewels. Watching Numo, 
her mastery of such a large volume of clay was a study 
in physics and how to apply leverage to produce what 
you see in your mind’s eye with your hands. It was an 
encouragement to all of us that skill can and should 
surpass brute force. Being able to visualize and develop 
the skill to execute that vision is what I constantly strive 
for.  It is very rewarding to witness others’ success in 
that endeavor as well.

Continued on next page

BIG is Contagious...
By Lauri Fehlberg
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BIG... continued from page 5

Girls Gone Vertical  
Numo Jaeger flexes her muscles to create a pot almost 
taller than she is!

Photos by Lauri Fehlberg
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One day you may have your own studio, and you can do 
whatever you want that meets your creative expression. 
While we are working together, sharing studio space with 
300 other artists, we need to be mindful of others. We 
need to respect the work of others and the space of all.

The Walnut Creek ceramics studio is a great community 
studio. A lot of talented people come together and share 
ideas — and workspace. Some of us work fulltime and 
look for the studio to be our creative outlet. We often have 
precious little time to invest. We are all hoping the time 
invested results in finished work that we can be proud 
of. There are a lot of opportunities for a fabulous pot to 
get destroyed in the process that we cannot control. At 
the same time there are a lot of things that we can control 
to improve our success. I offer up a few suggestions for 
working in a community studio.

WIRE CUTTER
When my family 
and I had our own 
studio years ago, 
we learned a few 
things through trial 
and error. I grew up 
in a household with 
a Siberian husky. 
This is a very long haired dog that sheds three times a 
year for four months at a time. What we found is that 
this dog hair would inevitably get into our clay. As we 
cut our clay on the wire of the wedging table the hair 
would collect on the wire. We got in the habit of cleaning 
the wire and tossing the scrap of clay in the trash. This 
helped keep the dog hair out of the pots and keeps dry 
clay chunks out of your next pot. In the WC studio 
oftentimes clay is left on the wire at the wedging table. 
It dries on the wire or falls to the wedging table. We 
use a variety of clay bodies in this studio ranging from 
white to deeply colored bodies. Stiff clay chunks left on 
the wire can and do end up in the next pot. If everyone 
takes three seconds to clean off the wire, we can all 
have more success. 

THE WEDGING TABLE
The wedging table is something we all use and depend 
on. We all want it clean when we begin to wedge our clay. 
If you are using the table, please clean it as you leave. 
Use as little water as possible and a damp sponge for 
cleanup. Excess water just tends to saturate the plaster, 
making the wedging surface less effective for the next 
person. One of the benefits of the plaster is that it can 
help dry out wet clay as it is wedged. If the surface has 
been soaked down, then the next person’s clay tends to 
stick to the surface. Remember also that the wedging 
tables in a public studio are not intended as places to dry 
out clay. If you need to dry clay, sandwich it between a 
couple of the plaster bats. The tables are labor intensive 
and expensive to replace. Even the smallest plaster chip 
in a firing can destroy hours of work. The plaster surface 
will last longer if we do not use sharp tools that can 
gouge or scrape the surface. Don’t cut out slab shapes 
on the plaster surface and don’t use steel tools to remove 
the clay from the surface. And please don’t leave your 
bags of clay sitting on the wedging table —  doing that 
won’t hurt the table, but it sure takes up wedging space.

WARE BOARDS
The damp room is only so big. Select a ware board 
that fits your pot, or consolidate your work on a single 
ware board. Consider a ware board that is only slightly 
wider than your work. That way, when the next person 
comes along, there may be space in the damp room to 
add a piece. When possible remove your pots from the 
throwing bats before placing in the damp room. Ware 
boards take up less space and it frees up the throwing 
bat for someone else. If you are doing a series of small 
pieces like cups, select a long skinny ware board and 
place it perpendicular to the shelf. If you want to avoid 
having your piece shifted in the damp room, then place 
it at the rear of the shelf. Also, there is limited space that 
can accommodate larger pots. The simple rule is short 
pots should go on short shelves, tall pots on tall shelves. Be 
considerate of everyone; remove and clean ware boards 
and bats and place 
them back in the 
rack for the next 
person. Remember 
the damp room is 
not  a  long- term 
storage area. 

Reasons for Rules — 
Written and Unwritten

A Better Studio for All of Us
by Kurt Fehlberg
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the ring would fit inside, a daunting task made easier 
with throwing tips from instructor Michael Berkley. 
Using calipers, I made the opening and pulled the 
walls 1½-inches high. After letting it set for about a 
half hour, I placed it back on the wheel and inserted 
the ring. I used a paintbrush handle to press the clay 
into the areas between the connectors, making the 
pleats. Wiggling the ring 
a little, pulling up slowly 
and holding down the 
bat, the ring released 
and pulled away from 
the clay. Cleaning up the 
inside with a rubber rib 
and sponge removed the 
tool marks. 

I used 20 ¾-inch PVC Connectors ($4.00), and 19 10-
inch zip ties ($2.50). The inside diameter of the plates 
will be 9½ inches. It will shrink to just over 7 inches 
after firing. You can make larger rings with more 
connectors, or smaller rings with fewer. I could see 
ovals and squares are possible as well. The connectors 
come in different sizes, from ½-inch to 2-inch so 
different effects can be created. 

Necessity is 
the Mother of 

Invention
by Rob Savre

Creating a tool to make 
even fluting on the 
walls of a tart dish: 
Experimentation in pottery 
helps those creative juices 
flow.  Sometime you win;  
sometimes you loose.  The 
garden art at my home 
is a testament to some 
of my finer failures. But 

occasionally simple tools may help with some design 
elements.

I wanted a quiche dish with the straight fluted sides. 
Googling “quiche plate” I found that what I was looking 
for was a tart dish. Everything looked machine made 
or poured into a mold. I challenged myself to make a 
tool to help create that shape. My first choice was a 
wooden dowel, but finding none in my disorganized 
tool shed, I instead pulled out a box of PVC connectors 
and zip ties. I had a foam bat with concentric circles 
I made for trimming and laid them out, using zip ties 

to hold them together as 
I built the ring.  When 
completed to the size I 
wanted, I secured it with 
blue PVC glue.  

I needed to throw a plate 
with straight walls so 

HOT TIP!

Now it’s your turn. Rob earned a bag of clay 
for his tip this month. You, too, can earn a bag 
of clay.  Just write a description and email 
annadele@comcast.net or put a copy in 
Locker #9 with your clever idea. We don’t 
care where you saw it as long as you’re the 
first one to submit it to HOT TIP. If you get the 
idea from a friend, teacher, book or magazine, 
however, it would be nice to acknowledge the 
source.
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Notes from the Library
     By Gary GuglielminoShush! 

A potter from our recent past whose warmth, skill 
and personality still echo in the studio is Don 
Porcella. Most everyone will remember Don. To 
those of you too “new” to remember him, well, 
he was a wonderful guy, always encouraging and 
helpful. However, our studio is still filled with 
wonderful potters who have the time and energy to help you, as Don did 
for others a few years ago!

I first met Don about six years ago when I was a total newbie. I was very 
deeply into my “dog dish” days, throwing very thick, short, maybe roundish 
but definitely heavy things. At times I managed to get the clay to come up 
a little. One day during open studio I actually made a dog dish that had an 
inch or two of straight cylinder! I had no idea what to do. Don Porcella was 
sitting across from me, and Robert Shelton was next to him. They calmly 
mentioned—the rib! They encouraged me to put it inside (yes, inside!) the 
dish and then push—out! They had to be rather directive with me. Push. 
Push! PUSH! Magically the thing began to bow out and I actually had a 
curved thing! Seeing the wonder on my face, they both kind of chuckled. 
I was totally thrilled. I walked out of that Open Studio feeling like I’d 
invented the wheel.
 
That’s the kind of guy Don was—and Robert (when he was doing pottery), 
and I suspect Leon, and a lot of our senior potters, as well. Skilled and 
experienced potters with lots of projects, busy, pushing their boundaries 
into new techniques—taking the time to help a total newbie jump into the 
water. Always encouraging, always interested. Wow. That’s why our Guild 
is such a gift—it’s filled with fine people.

Don’s wife Ann has generously donated a number of books to the Guild 
that Don collected over the years. I had the pleasure of spending a magic 
hour flipping through and reading Centering: In Pottery, Poetry, and the 
Person, by M.C. Richards, one of Ann’s gifts to the library. With deepest 
apologies to the author, I am going to condense one beautiful passage in 
Chapter Two:

As human beings functioning as potters, we center ourselves and our 
clay. And we all know how necessary it is to be “on center” ourselves if 
we wish to bring our clay “into center” and not merely to agitate or bully 
it. As organisms in the natural rhythms of birth, growth, and death, we 
experience metamorphosis throughout our lives, as our bodies grow and 
change from infancy to ripeness, as our capacities for inner experience 
enlarge and strengthen. As potters, we have an especially immediate and 
concrete daily experience of both these more-than-physical processes. 

Continued on page 8

^
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LIBRARY, Continued from page 9

...As potters we handle our medium in the full range 
of its transformations. We dig our clay out of its earth 
bed…We experience the mud…We experience the 
raw ware…The newly thrown or constructed pot has 
a quality which is not to be found in any other phase 
of its life….We experience all the colors and textures 
of the raw ware and its decoration. The double 
life of color in pottery, unfired and fired. …The 
transformations in the kiln during the firing…The 
changing atmosphere in the kiln during the cooling 
period. The fired pot. But even the fired pot stands 
in the long narrative of these transformations with 
only its own authenticity. For it too will disappear; 
it will be sold or given away. It will almost certainly 
be broken in time.”

This is a wonderful book, and it occasionally even talks 
about ceramics. 

Ellen Sachtsale produces and teaches very unique 
pieces, as we all know. You can always spot her work on 
the bisque and glazed shelves, pulsating with energy and 
color. I asked her about books she would like to see in the 
library, and she mentioned one that has just been donated 
by Ann Porcella from Don’s collection, Ceramics for 
Gardens & Landscapes, by Karin Hessenberg. This 
beautifully photographed book highlights the work of 
multiple ceramicists in the US and UK, focusing on 
outdoor pieces of all types—thrown, handbuilt and 
sculpted. The pieces pictured range from all types of 
pots and planters to things such as sundials, fountains, 
birdbaths, and sculptures. Lots of very large work is 
shown. It is a really stimulating book filled with ideas 
and inspiration. Ellen was right—it is a great resource 
for us—thanks Ann!

Okay, you get the idea. We have a bunch of new books 
thanks to the Porcellas, Leon Schultz’s family, Fern 
Skowlund, Emily Blanc, and others. These and our 
existing materials are definitely worth your time to 
experience—even if just to browse and flip through 
pictures. Please, ask a librarian to open the library shelves 
for you—you’ll enjoy it! 

The Clay Arts Guild and the city are pooling their 
resources to fund the building of a new salt kiln. We 
will be posting a sign in the studio for anyone wishing to 
volunteer to help dismantle the old kiln. A kiln building 
class will be held in winter session beginning in January.

If you haven’t heard it from your instructors yet, here is 
some important information you should all know about 
drying and firing of your ware. Drying times for your 
work to be ready for bisquing can vary with the weather 
and the size and thickness of individual pieces (the larger 
and thicker the work, the longer it will take — sometimes 
as much as three weeks or more).

Kilns are not microwave ovens. It will take a normal 
bisque firing approximately three days to go through the 
loading, pre-heat, firing and cool down before unloading 
— sometimes longer if the kiln is full of thick sculptural 
work. Glaze firings usually take up to four days to go 
through the entire process from loading, overnight pre-
heat, firing, cool-down day and finally unloading.

We try really hard to get things in the kilns without 
chipping. Sometimes, because of the construction of 
pieces, just lifting it off the cart will cause it to crumble. 
If any work gets damaged in the bisque firing due to 
loading, faulty construction or someone else’s piece 
blowing up during firing, we always put the pieces on 
the ware carts for you all to see. Our records show that 
we have approximately one half of one percent breakage 
in this studio out of thousands of clay works. We 
request that anyone finding some of their work broken 
or chipped, please bring it to the attention of the studio 
manager. We cannot be responsible for ware damaged 
on the ware carts due to handling by other students. We 
simply request that all students be very careful when 
moving work around on the bisqueware carts. Remember 
that there are almost 300 other potters using this studio 
every week. 

 More Notes from the Kiln Room
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More notes on page 8

 DATES TO REMEMBER Notes from the Desk of 
the Studio Manager

THE CAG OPEN
STUDIO HOURS 

Mon....................4 - 7 pm
Tue .....................4 - 7 pm
Wed..................12 - 4 pm
Thur...........No Workshop
Fri....................12 - 7 pm
Sat ...................12 - 7 pm
Sun.....................1 - 7 pm

ABOUT THE COST OF CLAY:
Please note that ceramics is one of 
the most costly programs in Civic 
Arts. Our clay prices are set to help 
defray the costs of not only the 
clay, but also glaze materials and 
firings. Many studios charge per 
cubic inch firing, which can add up 
considerably, even at 10 or 25 cents 
a cubic inch. We avoid this charge in 
this studio by setting our clay prices 
to help cover the costs of running 
this fine studio. 

Support the Guild
and look cool too!

BUY a T-SHIRT
or APRON!

T-Shirts ~ $15
Regular Apron~ $20
Split Leg Apron~$25

SAT       LAST SATURDAY CLASS
11/10
 
SUN     LAST SUNDAY CLASS
11/11
 
MON       STUDIO CLOSED
11/12     CITY HOLIDAY
 
FRI       LAST CLASSES MEET
11/16
 
SAT           MASTER POTTER WORKSHOP
11/17           with LINDA SIKORA & MATTHEW METZ
 
SUN-WED  EXTENDED OPEN STUDIO HOURS
11/18-11/21 NOON – 7 PM
 
• All work must be removed from bisque shelves, drying shelves and 
damproom by 7 pm – Wed. – Nov. 21
• Lockers must also be cleared out
• Any work left on shelves to be bisqued or glaze fired will be ready 
for pick-up the week of Dec. 3
 
11/22-11/25  STUDIO CLOSED
THUR-SUN THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY
 
MON   STUDIO CLEAN-UP PARTY
11/26    (6 – 8 PM)
 
TUE-THUR  STUDIO CLOSED
11/27-11/29  SALE SETUP
 
FRI-SUN  STUDIO SALE
11/30-12/2
 
MON-WED   STUDIO OPEN for PICK UP of FINISHED WORK
12/3-12/5       (4 – 7 PM)

STUDIO CLOSED for WINTER BREAK ~ DEC. 6 THRU JAN. 4   
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CLAYARTSGUILD
City of Walnut Creek

111 N. Wiget Lane
Walnut Creek, CA  94598

What’s Happening in the Clay World

To view the CAG Newsletter in full color, go to our website: www.clayartsguild.com

EXHIBITIONS RIGHT IN OUR OWN STUDIOOf Special Interest:
ACGA Ahhhh Silica 
West Gallery, Richmond Art 
Center, September 15-November 9
Hours: Wed. – Sat. 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

TRAX Gallery, Berkeley Gallery 
Artist Show Oct. 20 – Nov. 11 
featuring: Julia Galloway, Jan 
Johnston,  Randy Johnston, 
Forrest Lesch-Middelton, Warren 
MacKenzie, Ron Meyers, Steve 
Rolf and Guillermo Cuellar

TRAX Gallery: November 1 – 
December 20: Linda Sikora and 
Matthew Metz

PBS Craft in America 
Preview showing of next episode 
of Crossroads 
6:30 p.m. on November 4th at 
TRAX Gallery will feature three 
Minnesota potters:  Warren 
MacKenzie, Jeff Oestreich, and 
Clary Illian.
RSVP by November 1st; to info@
traxgallery.com 
Bring food and drinks to share.

Craft in America will be shown on 
TV Friday November 16. Check 
local listings.

COME HELP DISMANTLE 
THE OLD SALT KILN

 
• WEDNESDAY
 NOV. 7 - 12:30
• FRIDAY 
 NOV. 9 - 12:30


